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Sex scandal divides Cyprus Church
94% relevance 14/11/2000
Allegations that a Greek Orthodox bishop had a homosexual affair 20 years ago explode
into exposes of bribery and illegitimate children within the church.

similar stories

Sex scandal bishop cleared
92% relevance 17/11/2000
Leaders of the Greek Orthodox church find a bishop not guilty of having sexual
relationships with young monks.

similar stories

Paedophile cases haunt the church
88% relevance 19/07/2000
The BBC has found evidence that a known paedophile returned to work as a priest in
1985. It is the latest in a long line of abuse cases to tarnish the Catholic Church's image.

similar stories

Paedophile accusations trouble the church
87% relevance 05/12/2000
Police are investigating claims of child abuse at a high-profile Catholic school in
London. It is the latest in a long line of abuse cases to tarnish the Catholic Church's
image.

similar stories

Homophobia 'rife' in the church
86% relevance 16/11/2000
Christian Churches in the UK are accused of supporting homophobic abuse in a report
published by a gay Christian group.

similar stories

Church changes discipline code
86% relevance 21/09/2000
The Church in Wales has adopted a new disciplinary procedure governing the future
conduct of its members.

similar stories
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Inquiry into organ scandal
86% relevance 03/12/1999
An independent inquiry has been ordered into allegations that doctors at a Merseyside
hospital stripped children of their entire organ systems during post mortem
examinations.

similar stories

Church brings back heresy trials
86% relevance 13/07/1999
Clergy accused of not believing in God are to be put in the dock by the Church of
England after a gap of 150 years.

similar stories

Pope tells Austrian bishops to stop quarrelling
84% relevance 22/06/1998
The Pope has told his bishops in Austria - who have been publicly divided over a sex
scandal - to stop quarrelling.

similar stories

Estrada charges delayed
83% relevance 13/10/2000
Philippine opposition leaders delay filing impeachement charges accusing President
Joseph Estrada of an $8.6m bribery scandal.

similar stories

Expectation as Pope's tour nears end
83% relevance 21/06/1998
An open-air mass in Vienna is likely to be the Pope's last public opportunity in Austria
to address the sex scandal which has polarised the country's Catholics.

similar stories

Pope appeals to Austria's Catholics
83% relevance 19/06/1998
Pope John Paul has started a three-day visit to Austria, where a disillusioned Catholic
Church is recovering from a sex scandal.

similar stories

Minister not short on honesty
82% relevance 22/09/2000
Clare Short's criticism of the Millennium Dome is by no means the first time the
international development secretary has courted controversy.

similar stories

Lewinsky ghost looms across South
82% relevance 27/10/1998
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Southern Democrats are facing uphill battles since the Monica Lewinsky scandal blew
Democratic ambitions of an aggressive campaign skywards.

similar stories

Scandal-hit Church fights back
82% relevance 14/08/1998
The Catholic Church in Ireland is fighting to regain its worshippers following a series of
sex scandals.

similar stories

Scandal-hit Church fights back
82% relevance 14/08/1998
The Catholic Church in Ireland is fighting to regain its worshippers following a series of
sex scandals.

similar stories

Cardinal Sin tells Estrada to quit
82% relevance 11/10/2000
The head of the Philippines Roman Catholic Church calls on President Joseph Estrada to
resign over a bribery and gambling scandal.

similar stories

Hillary standing by her man
82% relevance 27/01/1998
America's First Lady, Hillary Clinton, has vowed to stand by her man as continuing
allegations of sexual misconduct threaten the president's position.

similar stories

Married vicar quits for bishop's wife
81% relevance 28/09/1999
A married vicar leaves his parish to pursue an affair with the wife of a Church of
England bishop.

similar stories

Austrian Cardinal resigns in sex scandal
81% relevance 04/01/1998
The former head of the Austrian Catholic Church has resigned as Prior of a monastery
after allegations of sexually abuse resurfaced against him.

similar stories

Philippines vice-president quits cabinet
81% relevance 12/10/2000
The Philippines Vice-President Gloria Arroyo resigns her cabinet post amid a deepening
corruption scandal.

similar stories
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Assembly churchman criticises allowance increase
81% relevance 09/07/1999
The man with the responsibility of representing Welsh churches in the National
Assembly has accused Assembly Members of "bad timing" in the way they have
announced planned increases in their allowances.

similar stories

Assembly churchman criticises allowance increase
81% relevance 09/07/1999
The man representing Welsh churches in the National Assembly has accused Assembly
Members of "bad timing" in announcing planned increases in their allowances.

similar stories

A tale of betrayal and revenge
81% relevance 02/11/2000
The man who accuses Philippine President Joseph Estrada of massive corruption says he
went public after being betrayed.

similar stories

Wisheart: hero or villain?
81% relevance 13/12/1999
As he gives evidence this week at the Bristol Royal Infirmary inquiry, BBC News
Online profiles the man at the epicentre of the scandal

similar stories
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